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United States Patent Office 3,156,017 
Patented Nov. 10, 1964 

3,156,017 
BUILDING WITH ROTATABLE OBSERVATION 

STRUCTURE 
Leopold Faerber, Tewaagstrasse 11, Dortmund, Germany 

Filed Jan. 16, 1959, Ser, No. 787,178 
7 Claims. (C. 20-1) 

The invention relates to tall buildings such as towers 
or the like, and relates more particularly to such build 
ings that carry near the top an observation structure, 
Such as a watchtower or restaurant or lookouts or the like. 

In restaurants or lookouts of this type, people wishing 
to look around from that place need to walk around if 
they wish to take in the entire panorama. In restaurants 
of this type, walking around is not always feasible, so 
that the patrons will be relegated to viewing just a por 
tion of the entire landscape. 
The invention has among its principal objects to pro 

vide for such a building that has an upper structure which 
is rotatable. It is another object of the invention to pro 
vide for a building of this type which has a console 
Surrounding a hollow shaft, and a rotatable structure has 
a bottom that extends substantially throughout the area 
of the console and is supported thereby and is rotated 
about the axis of the hollow shaft. 
The foregoing and other objects of the invention will 

be best understood from the following description of ex 
emplifications thereof, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view show 
ing an embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view similar 
to FIG. 1 but embodying a modification. 

In carrying the invention into effect in the embodiments 
which have been selected for illustration in the accom 
panying drawings and for description in this specifica 
tion, and referring now particularly to FIG. , there is 
provided a hollow vertical shaft that forms part of 
the upper portion of a tall building (not shown) such 
as a tower or the like. The shaft may be provided 
in its interior with stairs, or may carry in its interior 
elevators, and has openings 2 for entry from the shaft 
interior into the structure that surrounds the shaft 1 and 
which may house for instance a restaurant, and for egress 
therefrom. Doors may be provided to close the open 
ings 2. 
As best shown in FIG. 1, the structure may be an en 

closure structure closed by a windowed wall 1 and may 
be extending throughout several, such as three-building 
stories. 
From the shaft there extends an annular console 3 

that surrounds the shaft E. and that defines an upper sur 
face 4 which forms a raceway for rollers 5 of a roller 
bearing 6. The rollers 5 are disposed radially and ex 
tend substantially throughout the width of the annular 
raceway 4. The rollers 5 support a platform 7 which 
forms the bottom for the enclosure structure, and the 
platform 7 extends substantially throughout the same 
annular as the surface 4 of the console. As shown in 
FIG. 1, all of the stories may be supported from the 
single platform 7. If desired, the entire height of the 
structure may instead be formed without subdivisions as 
one big area. A restaurant may be housed in the en 
closure structure. The enclosing wail it preferably has 
an extension 12 that, to improve the rigidity of the struc 
ture, reaches to a point below the top surface 4 of the 
console 3. 
The annular platform 7 defines on its bottom surface 

a raceway, and the rollers 5 define with the raceways of 
the platform and of the console an anti-friction bearing 
on which the platform 7 including the entire enclosure 
structure can rotate about the axis of the hollow shaft 
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1. Since the raceways are almost of the same area, the 
console 3 supports substantially throughout its area the 
enclosure structure. 
On the platform 7 there is mounted a motor 8 which 

carries a pinion that meshes with an annular rack 10 
which is secured to the console 3. Rotation of the pinion 
9 by the motor 3 will therefore cause rotation of the plat 
form 7 about the axis of the shaft . 

Means may be provided (not shown) to ascertain that 
the openings 2 may be passed by people only when the 
enclosure structure is at standstill. 
By operation of the motor 8, the enclosure structure 

in its entirety is caused to rotate slowly, somewhat in 
the manner of a merry-go-round, affording the people 
in the various stories of the restaurant to take in the 
entire panorama. 

instead of mounting the enclosing wall 1 on to the 
structure and letting it participate in the rotation through 
out the various stories, the arrangement may be modified 
as shown in FIG. 2. In accordance with that modifica 
tion, each story of the structure is rotated separately and 
is supported by a separate console, and the enclosure 
Wall stands still. There is provided a series of consoles 
17, each Supporting a separate platform 14. The con 
Soles i7 are spaced apart vertically from each other de 
fining above each a building story 3. Each console 
17 defines again on its top a raceway surface on which 
there are disposed radially arranged rollers 5 which sup 
port the individual platforms 14 in each story. Each 
platform 4 has a motor 3 which drives a pinion 9 that 
Ineshes with an annular rack that is secured to each con 
Sole 7. Each platform 4 thus may be rotated about 
the axis of the hollow shaft , and the interior of each 
story 13 may be reached through an opening 2 in the 
shaft Wall. The enclosing wall 1 is connected to the 
consoles 17 and has again an extension 12 reaching be 
low the top surface of the lowermost console. 

in accordance with this modification, each story hous 
ing for instance a restaurant or other place of gathering 
of people may be rotated separately from the others. 

wish it to be understood that I do not desire to be 
limited to the exact details of construction shown and 
described, for obvious modifications will occur to a person 
skilled in the art. 

Having thus described the invention, what I claim as 
new and desire to be secured by Letters Patent, is as 
follows: 

1. in a high tower building having a vertical hollow 
shaft supported on the ground, the combination of at 
least one console spaced at considerable height above 
the ground and mounted on and surrounding said shaft 
annularly, said shaft engaging the inner portion of said 
console and said engagement forming the sole support 
for said console, whereby the major portion of the canti 
levered console is free from any support vertically below 
it, a structure Supported on said major portion of said 
console and surrounding said shaft and rotatable about 
the axis of said shaft, said console forming the sole sup 
port for said structure, driving means between said con 
sole and said structure operable for rotating said struc 
ture, said shaft defining an opening for intercommunica 
tion between the shaft and structure interiors, anti-fric 
tion bearing means between said console and said struc 
ture, and an enclosure wall surrounding said structure 
and extending to a point below the topmost portion of 
said console and having windows. 

2. In a high tower building supported on the ground 
and having a vertical hollow shaft portion, the com- . . . 
bination with said shaft portion of an annular console 
mounted on said shaft portion at considerable height 
spaced above the ground, said shaft portion engaging the ''. 
inner portion of said console, said engagement forming 
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the sole Support for said console, said console defining 
an upper annular raceway, the major portion of the 
cantilevered console being free from any support ver 
tically below it, an observation enclosure structure sur 
rounding said shaft portion and rotatably supported by 
said major portion of the console, said console forming 
the sole support for said structure, said shaft having 
means for entry into and egress from the interior of said 
enclosure structure, means operable for rotating said en 
closure structure, and rollers disposed on said raceway 
and supporting revolubly said enclosure Structure. 

3. In a building as claimed in claim 2, said means 
comprising gear means between said console and said 
enclosure structure, and a motor operable for driving 
said enclosure structure to rotate about the center of said 
shaft portion. 

4. In a tower having a vertical cylindrical hollow shaft 
supported on the ground, the combination of an annular 
console at considerable height spaced above the ground 
and being mounted on and formed on said shaft, Said 
shaft engaging the inner portion of said console, said en 
gagement forming the sole support for said console, 
whereby the major portion of the cantilevered console 
is free from any support vertically below it, an observa 
tion enclosure structure surrounding said shaft and re 
volubly supported by said major portion of said console, 
said console forming the sole Support for said structure, 
said structure including a bottom, anti-friction bearing 
means between said bottom of said enclosure structure 
and said console, means disposed between said console 
and said bottom for rotating said botton and thereby 
said enclosure structure, and an external wall having 
observation windows and extending throughout the height 
of said enclosure structure and to a point below the upper 
most portion of said console. 

5. In a tower as claimed in claim 4, said anti-friction 
bearing means comprising an annular upper raceway 
surface defined on said console and a lower annular 
raceway surface defined on said bottom, and a Series of 
rollers disposed radially and supporting said bottom, Said 
bottom surface extending substantially throughout the 
area of said console Surface. 

6. In a tower as claimed in claim 5, each roller eX 
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tending radially substantially throughout the width of 
the annular raceway surface defined by said console. 

7. In a high tower building having a vertical hollow 
shaft supported on the ground, in combination, a series 
of consoles each forming an annular projection spaced 
above the ground and mounted on and encircling said 
shaft, said shaft engaging the inner portion of each 
console, said engagement forming the Sole Support for 
each console, said consoles being spaced from each other 
vertically, defining a series of building stories, said con 
Soles being connected to each other structurally solely 
by said shaft, whereby the major portion of each console 
is cantilevered and free from any structural support ver 
tically below it, a structure Supported by said major por 
tion of each console and being rotatable about the shaft 
axis, each console forming the sole support for its sur 
mounting rotatable structure, each structure having a bot 
tom extending substantially throughout the area of its 
console, anti-friction bearing means between each bot 
tom of a structure and its console, individual driving 
means disposed between each console and the structure 
supported thereby for rotation of the structure, and an 
enclosure wall having windows extending throughout all 
of said stories and being non-rotatable and connected to 
said consoles. 
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